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On exam day, login and click the  Start  exam  at least  (15  minutes) before your exam is scheduled to begin.                     

Your login credentials were emailed to you from no-reply@examroom.ai.    If you experience any issues logging in, 

Please contact us at :

877-848-EXAM (3926) support@examroom.ai https://www.examroom.ai/chat box    

mailto:no-reply@examroom.ai
mailto:support@examroom.ai
https://examroom.ai/


❑ Visit  https://www.examroom.ai/ and click Sign In in the top right corner and login to your account.

If you have any questions, contact us at 877-848-EXAM (3926), support@examroom.ai, or https://examroom.ai chat box 
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Exam Process Flow
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❑ Once you login to  your candidate profile, you will be brought to your Dashboard where you can click on Start exam.
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❑ Now it will ask you to install  ExamRoom.AI extension. Click on INSTALL.
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❑ You will be brought to chrome web store page. Now click on Add to Chrome.
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❑ Click on Add extension.
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❑ You will receive this message,  ExamRoom.AI has been added to Chrome,  now move to Candidate Dashboard page.
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❑ On your dashboard  page,  you will get a  pop up message.  Please click on Confirm. 
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❑ Now click on Start exam.
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❑ Next,  you will be brought to the first System Check.
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Please make sure you are not connected to any Bluetooth devices.

Click on the Webcam and Microphone icons to ensure the right one is selected.

If there is a pop-up box for webcam and microphone, you can click the X to close it.

If your bandwidth is low, please disconnect all other devices off the internet/Wi-Fi and make sure to be  close to the Wi-Fi router.



❑ After the first System Check, you will be brought to the Terms page. Click the I Agree box and then Start exam.
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Please click the box you agree to the terms and 

then click Start exam.

From this page, you can also click to do a 

walkthrough before proceeding to exam.  



❑ Now you are connected to the Onboarding Agent. They will guide you through the  process., you will be asked to share your screen.
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Click on Entire Screen and the window screen below gets highlighted.  
Now click on it and then click Share.

Please make sure that you have no other open tabs on your 

computer and that you are not  connected to multiple 

monitors or devices.



⮚ In Onboarding Process First step is second SYSTEM CHECK.
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Onboarding Agent will guide you through the steps.

If you get disconnected during onboarding, please log back in.
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❑ Second step is ID verification check.

Place your Government Issued ID in the camera. 

The Onboarding Agent  will click to capture and will then click to the next step.

⮚ Photo ID
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Look into the camera and now Onboarding Agent  will take your photo and will click you to the next step.

⮚ Face scan

❑ Third step in verification process is Face scan. 
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❑ Next  step in verification process would be Room scan.

You will rotate your camera to show your surroundings. 



❑ The final step before accessing your exam is about explaining Rules for the exam. 

The icons display what is allowed and prohibited.

After reviewing, click the box that you Agree and then click Begin Exam.

Then you will be transferred to the proctor.
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⮚ BEGIN EXAM
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❑ After clicking , you will be transferred to the proctor. Please allow up to a minute for the screen to change to your test console. 

Once you are brought to the test console, the proctor will provide you with the credentials in your chat box. 



❑ Once you connect to the proctor, he/she will provide you the Email in the Chat box. Enter the email ID under Email/Username.
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Begin Exam 



❑ After entering the Email enter the Password and click on Sign in 
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❑ Once the candidate click on sign in he /she will be redirected to TFA dashboard.
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❑ Once the candidate is on dashboard he/she has to click on Upcoming Exam than click on Take exam.
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❑ After clicking on take exam, candidate will be able to see his/her Exam Instructions. Click on the check box then click on Start
Exam.
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❑ This will be the candidate test console here candidate can see his/her question.
❑ Comment: Incase you feel if the questions or answers might be correct or provided please leave a comment and click on Save
❑ Clear: If you have selected and option. you can click on Clear to remove the selected option.
❑ Flag: You can flag the questions and come back to the flagged questions later.
❑ Drop: if you want to drop the exam, you can click on drop and then click on OK.
❑ Previous: You can click on the previous option if you are looking to go the previous question.
❑ Next: Click on Next button to go to next question.
❑ Timer: Timer on top right will be the duration of the exam.
❑ Questions: Top Left you will see the questions you are current on or answering.
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❑ Once the candidate gives answer to all the question click on Finish Test.
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❑ Once the candidate click on finish test candidate will get to see the result stating Fail or Pass. 
❑ Select the ratings and enter comments for feedback then click on submit your rating
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❑ Click on Okay.
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❑ Please share your Review below and click on Okay.
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❑ Click on Uninstall Extension.
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❑ Once the candidate click on sign in he /she will be redirected to TFA dashboard.
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❑ If during your exam you get disconnected (due to internet, power, laptop battery drained, etc.)

Support                    

● Please contact us immediately at either: 877-848-EXAM (3926), support@examroom.ai, or https://examroom.ai/ Chat box on all 
webpages and provide the agent with your name, email, call back number, the exam you were taking, and inform them that you were 
disconnected from your exam.

mailto:support@examroom.ai
https://examroom.ai/


The agent will reschedule your exam to start right away, you will log back in to ExamRoom.AI, and your exam will be listed 
again for you to click Start Exam. In some cases, you may have to do the onboarding again, but in most cases, you will only 
be asked to perform a room scan (for security purposes).
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⮚ Chat Support


